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Abstract-A number of stationary localized solutions to the well-known pattern-forming gradient 
system mentioned in the title have been found. Their search is based on the theory of homoclinic 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper, we proceed by studying the generalized Swift-Hohenberg equation (GSHE) 
ut =au+~2 - u3 - (1 + A)2u, PI 
started in [l]. This equation appears as a useful model PDE in different branches of physics 
ranging from hydrodynamics [2-51 to nonlinear optics [6,7]. The original equation derived in [2] 
was with ,f3 = 0 and it modelled, when (Y > 0, the appearance of spatially periodic stationary 
solutions that were stable only in some band of wave numbers (Eckhaus instability) [4,8]. We 
are interested here in localized solutions to the GSHE, that is, in solutions which decay to 
zero when 1x1 + 00, so we investigate this equation for negative values of the parameter cr. 
Here the term /3u2 plays an essential role, as was first shown mathematically strictly in [l]. 
In [l], it was shown that if p > dm the equation (1) did have localized stationary solutions 
(most likely, this set of solutions is countable) which are born through the Hamiltonian Hopf 
Bifurcation [9] under the passage from (II > 0 to (Y < 0. Later in [lo], we have discovered these 
solutions to be unstable since the related spectrum contains a positive eigenvalue. On the other 
hand, simulations with the equation (1) for periodic boundary conditions carried out in [ll] have 
shown that solutions approach a “soliton-like” lattice with evidently observed peaks. Another 
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(and maybe more important from the viewpoint of possible applications) result was obtained 
in [6] where the same equation was derived for describing cross-structure of a laser beam and 
where localized solutions for the 1D case were clearly observed under simulations. Havi:ng this in 
mind, we undertook efforts in the present paper to search for stable localized stationary solutions 
to the GSHE. Our results show the existence of a number of such solutions. In particular, we 
have revealed that the upper boundary of their existence in ,4 pointed out in [5] is not correct, 
at least for CY = -1. We have found such solutions above this boundary. 
Our study is based on results [12-151 about behavior of orbits in a neighborhood of a transver- 
sal homoclinic orbit to a saddle-focus equilibrium and some results of spectral theory of linear 
symmetric differential operators with decaying coefficients. The search itself and the exa.mination 
of stability conditions was made by means of computer simulations. 
2. DYNAMICAL BACKGROUND: NONLINEAR SEMIGROUP 
GENERATED BY GSHE 
Our goal in this section is to show that the GSHE generates a nonlinear semigroup in some Ba- 
nach space, that is, the GSHE is an evolutionary equation. It is the base for further considerations 
of its dynamics. 
Let us recall some facts from abstract theory of evolutionary PDEs (the related material may 
be found in more detail in [16]). Let X be a Banach space. A closed linear operator A on X 
with D(A) = X is called sectorial if for some 4 E (0, 4), M > 0, a E R, there exists the operator 
(X - A)-’ and 
Il(X +V1ll I ,&, 
for X E Sa,b = {X ] 4 L ] arg(X - a)] I r, J, # a}. For y > 0, let XT(A) be the fractional power 
space: 
X’(A) = X; X-((A) = D((A + bE)Y), with the norm ]].]I7 = II(A + bE)Y.II, 
where b + a > 0. The fractional power space does not depend on b, e.g., D((A + blE)r) = 
D((A + b2J3jr) and ll(A + brE)Y.]j < Cll(A + b2E)Y.II for some C > 0, provided bi,s + a > 0. 
We shall write XT instead of F(A) if operator A is uniquely defined in context. Consider the 
equation on X: 
it + AY = f(y). (2) 
THEOREM 1. [16]. Let A be a sectorial operator, f : XY -+ X be Lipschitz continuous on every 
bounded subset of X7 for some 0 < y < 1. Then for every yc E X7, there exist unique T(go) > 0 
and y(t) : [O,T(yc)) + XT, such that 
1. ]]y(t) - yo]lr + 0 when t + O+, 
2. y(t) E D(A) and y(t) is differentiable for t > 0, 
3. y(t) is a solution of (2) for 0 < t < T(yo), 
4. either T(yo) = 00 or Ily(t)Ilr =+ 0;) when T + T(yo). 
We also will use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. [16]. Let A be a sectorial operator and B be a closed operator such that D(Aa) c 
D(B) for 0 < (Y < 1. Then A + B is a sectorial operator and XT(A) = W(A + B), i.e., 
D(A) = D(A + B) and the corresponding norms are equivalent. 
We apply Theorem 1 to the GSHE. Let, as usual, Lz(R) be the real Banach space of functions 
‘11: R + R with the norm ]]u]]e = &U”(Z) dz) ‘i2. More precisely, one may think Lz(R) to 
be the completion of the set {U E C(R,R), ]]u]]e < oo} with respect to norm ]].]]e. D.ifferential 
operator Cz, a& on L2(R) will be understood as the closure of the corresponding classical 
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operator defined on Cn(R, R) n L,(R). The Sobolev spaces Hn c Lz(R) may be defined as 
D((1 - 8E)n/2) with the norm llulln = 11(1- 3z)n/2 II u 0; see [16]. In other words, Hn = Xn/2(8~). 
Let A = (1 + 3:)“. We shall use the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. A is sectorial operator on X = H2 and D(A) = H6. 
This proposition follows from Lemma 1, the definition of Hn, and the equality (1 $ 82)” = 
(1 - 82)” + 4a;. 
Let f(u) : R + R. We can try to define 3 : H” + Hm as follows: for u E Hn c C(R,R) we 
Put f(u)(x) = f(u(x)). 
LEMMA 2. If f : R -+ R is equal to a converged on R power series xi aixi, then j : Hn 4 Hn, 
n > 1 is a converged series as well (power series xi aiui(x) converges in Hn if u E H”). 
PROOF. It is enough to prove that Hn is a Banach algebra, i.e., if U,TJ E H” then ‘1~. v E H* 
(WV(X) = u(z).v(x)) and ll~41n 5 Gl141nll~lln; see [17]. To avoid rather simple details we shall 
work in this proof with the complex Banach spaces LZ and Hn because we shall use the Fourier 
transformation F. It is known that 3(Lz) = Lz, Il3ujlo = I(zcIIo, (3d,3-1~)(~) = &U(W), and 
3(u . w) = 3(u) x 3( w ), w h ere u1 x u2 = &2~1(x - y)uz(y) dy. The space fin = 3H” c Lz 
is a Banach space with the norm [lull,” = (& Izl(x)12(1 + x2)n dx)‘12. So, we should prove that, 
if ‘11,~ E fin, then u x v E J’? and 11~ x VII,” < Cllull;llvll;. Using the inequality (x + y)P 5 
2*(x* + y*) for 5, y,p > 0 we get 
II 2 11th x wll;2 = u(x - y)w(y)(l + x2)n’2 dy dx 
< 22n 
J [J 
R RI4z - YI * b(Y)1 (( I + y2)n’2 + (I+ (x - Y)‘)) dy] 2 dx 
Putting u(x) = G(x)(l + x2)-“i2, V(X) = G(x)(l +x2)-n/z yields 
I= s (J 6(x - Y)‘(y) R R (1 +(x -YJ2F2 d  + s c(x - d’(Y) dy R (1 f Y2p’2 > 2dx 
= wll;21141,“2~ 
It follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 (with y = 0) that equation (1) defines a local semi.- 
group S, on H2 (as well as on H1; we use H2 because it is the range of functional F (see below)‘) 
with the following properties: 
1. Stu E H6 for t > 0; 
2. either a trajectory Stu is defined for all t E R+ or liS’42 + 00 for t 3 t* < 00. 
In fact St is a global semigroup. 
THEOREM 2. Property 1 defines the global semigroup St on H2. 
PROOF. Il?~llK = (‘1~,2~) + 2( u~,u,) + (uaz,uzr), where (u,v) = J-+,“~(x)~(x)dx. Let u = &zlo, 
f(u) = QZC + /3u2 - u3, then 
&ll4122 = (%U)t + 2(&T %)t f (b, dt, 
&UO E H6 for u. E H2 and T > t > 0, so the following manipulations are justified for t > 0: 
(u, U)t = qu, 3) = 2(% f(u)) - 2(% (1+ a24 
I 2(% f(4) I 2 sup, yu, u) < Cl(U, u). 
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Similarly we get 
In the last inequality, we used that H2 C C’ and sup, ]uz(z)] < C’llu112, for u E H2 and 
some C > 0. This fact follows from the Sobolev Embedding Theorem. Inequalities for (u,u)~ 
and (uz,u,)t imply that (u, u) I (u,u)oexp(Gt) and (uz,uz) I (u5,u,)oexp(C2t). These 
inequalities and equality (3) for (u,,, uzz)t imply that 
(UZZ 7 b)t 5 (CZ + (74 exp(C2t))(u2z, 4 + C5 exp(Ct), 
where C = max{Cr, Cz}. I 
The proof of this theorem implies the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Iffy" $4a < 0, then IlS,u~ll~ + 0 if t -+ +co. If p2 + 3a < 0, then llStu0112 --) 0 
ift + +oo. 
PROOF. The proof follows from inequalities (3) and the fact that Ci < 0 if p2 + 4~ < 0 and 
C2<OifP2+3~<0. I 
Now we show that the semigroup St has some kind of gradient properties. For u E H2 let 
F(u) = 1 dx. (4 
Let u(t) = Stuo. Due to u(t) E H4 for t > 0, integration by parts is liable and the following 
manipulations can be performed: 
i+(t)) = +ru - Pu2 -t u3)4u + (u + u,,)(&u + &u,s)] dx 
= 
s 
[-au - flu2 + u3 + (1 f @)2u]dtudz = - 
I 
(8,~)~ dx 5 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. If p2 + (9/2)a < 0, then IlS,ull~ < CF(u), for some 0 < C < 00. 
PROOF. First of all, one may see that 
F(u) 2 
J 
[yu2 + (u + u,,)~] dx 2 0, 
R 
where 7 = infyEn((-o/2) - (p/3)9 + (1/4)y2) > 0. The theorem will follow from the inequality 
p(u) < 0 and the following statement. 
For all 7 > 0 there exist e > 0 such that: 
J [7u2 + (u + u,J2] da: 2 +4l;. 
Indeed: 
I 1~~12 + (u + u,,)2]dx - e~~u~~2 = J 17u2 + (u+ uzzJ2 - et---~ + Q21 dx 
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assoonas 
(1 + E)2 
l-E+y,l-f- (l-e+?)2 Lo* 
REMARK 1. The situation is more simple if we consider equation (1) on an interval with periodic 
or Dirichlet boundary conditions. In that case, the corresponding semigroup is compact, and we 
have a true gradient case. 
REMARK 2. Suppose UC,(Z) be a spectrally stable localized solution (see Section 4). Denote 
(T~u)(z) = u(s+<). Then it can be shown that there is an E > 0 such that for any u, )121-u& c E, 
there exists c E R with the property: II&u - ~-+JII --) 0 when t + 00. 
Thus, we see the equation defines a nonlinear parabolic semigroup in the space H2(R). This 
semigroup is gradient and a lot of its solutions tend to stationary ones when t + 00. So., 
studying stationary localized solutions and their temporal stability is a top priority problem fol 
this equation. 
3. STATIONARY EQUATION 
Recall some results from [l]. The stationary equation 
au + pu2 - u3 - (1 -I- a,“,% = 0, 
by means of introducing new variables 
12 = Ql, u’ = q2, -(u’ + u”‘) = p1, IL+ 21” = p2, 
(5) 
(6) 
is transformed to a reversible twedegree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system 
q: = qz = &I, P',=P~-aql-pq:+q~=-H,,, 
q;=n--a=& P: = -PI = -f&a, (7) 
with a Hamiltonian 
H=pm-pm+++ 
and a reversible involution (~1 : (ql, qz, pl , pz) --t (ql, -qz, -pl,pz). The latter means the property: 
a4mP’)) = -G’>, Y = ((qlm,pm)) h w ere V(Y) is a vector field (7). In other words, if 
Y(z) is a solution to (7) then c~Y(-z) is a solution as well. Henceforth, we suppose p to be 
nonnegative without loss of generality since if p < 0, a substitution /3 ---) -p, Y -t -Y makes F 
positive. 
The system (7) has an equilibrium 0 = (O,O,O,O), and its homoclinic orbits correspond to 
localized solutions of equation (5). These homoclinic orbits may exist only if 0 possesses orbits; 
that may tend to 0 when 2 + fw. The equilibrium 0 is a saddle-focus if (Y < 0, then there are 
two two-dimensional smooth manifolds through 0, IV*, W” that are filled in with orbits running 
0 when z + +w or z + -00, respectively. If 0 < CY < 1, the equilibrium 0 is an elliptic point, 
(in linear approximation), that is, entering and outgoing orbits may exist, only for those values of 
the parameter a for which eigenvalues iwl, iw2 are in resonance. For (3~ > 1, 0 is a saddle-center 
and its stable and unstable manifolds are one-dimensional and existence of a homoclinic orbit, is 
a codimension two phenomenon [18]. Thus, the most natural region for searching for homoclinic: 
orbits is a < 0. In this case, both manifolds lie in a three-dimensional level H = 0 so they may 
have transverse intersection that guarantees their existence in the whole regions of the parameter 
plane (a, 8. 
It is worth remarking that system (7) may have two other equilibriums when f12 +4((r - 1) > 0. 
If p2 + 4(a - 1) < 0, no other singular points exist. If d = p2 + 4((r - 1) > 0, two other singular 
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points exist: Pi = (21i,O,O,O), P2 = (212,0,0,0), ui < 212. The characteristic equations for 4, P2 
have the form X4 + 2X2 + Ai,2 = 0, so their types depend on the quantities A,,s. Thus Pi is 
a saddle-center for Ai < 0, an elliptic point for 0 < Ai < 1, and a saddle-focus Ai > 1, where 
Ai = fi(fi - ,@/2, Az = &(& + /3)/2. In particular, the point PI is the saddle-center 
for d > 0, /3 > 0, and (Y < 1, and P2 is the elliptic point for (a,B) lying between two curves 
L1 : d = 0, and L2 : d = l/(2 - cr), Q <3/2, and it is a saddle-focus for (cr, 0) lying to the right 
from L2. One more curve 1 is a locus of those parameter values where H(P2) = 0. For such (CX, p) 
heteroclinic orbits connecting 0 with P2 may exist. This curve is determined by the equation 
2p2 + 9((r - 1) = 0. The curve 1 will be important since its points (a, p) give us systems for which 
the points 0 and PZ belong to the same level of the Hamiltonian. For those (o,fl), the system 
acquires an additional reversible involution ~2 : (41, qz,pl, ~2) + (2/3/3 - ql, q2, pl, 2,6’/3 - ~2) 
which interchanges 0 and P2. In particular, it means that if there is a transverse heteroclinic 
orbit y going from 0 and P2, then there is a corresponding transverse heteroclinic orbit as(r) 
from P2 to 0, that is, there is a heteroclinic contour. 
Since we are interested in stationary localized solutions of equation (5), the main question to the 
system (7) is about homoclinic orbits to 0, on their appearance and bifurcations. There are two 
natural boundaries of existence of homoclinic orbits to 0. The first is the axis cr = 0 since only 
for Q < 0 may homoclinic orbits exist as structurally stable objects (see the above-mentioned 
transverse intersection of IV’ and IV). The Hamiltonian Hopf Bifurcation that can lead to 
creation of homoclinic orbits crossing the p-axis has been studied in [9]. Recall briefly some 
related results from (91. A possibility of bearing small homoclinic orbits from 0 depends on the 
sign of some quantity A in the normal form of the fourth order obtained by means of procedure of 
normalization of the system (7) in a neighborhood of 0 when a = 0. The fourth-order normalized 
Hamiltonian looks as follows: 
H4 = 4 (pf + PZ) + 4PlQ2 - P241) + ; (8 + d> 
+ (qf + 4;) [A (q: + q;) + B(plqz - pzql) + C (P; + Pi)] 7 
where A is equal to f12 - 27/38 up to a positive factor. It is a well-known fact [9] that if A < 0, 
no homoclinic orbits exist in a 0( m)-neighborhood of 0, but if A > 0, then crossing the 
p-axis to the left from cr = 0, a one-parameter family of small localized homoclinic orbits (emanates 
from 0 for the truncated system with a Hamiltonian H4. Reversibility of the original system (7) 
allowed us to prove persistence of two symmetric homoclinic orbits to 0 for the system (‘7); see [l] 
(this result is contained as a part in [19] where a general case of reversible Hopf Bifurcation was 
studied). 
It follows from Corollary 1 that on the halfplane (a, ,0), p 2 0 there is another curve, p2 = -3a, 
below which no stationary localized solutions exist; see [l]. It means that when we are below 
the curve /3 = a in the parameter plane, the system (7) has the property: stable, Ws, and 
unstable, W”, manifolds of the equilibrium 0 do not intersect each other. The natural question 
arises: in which way may those manifolds become intersecting if we increase the parameter /? 
above this curve? The answer is rather simple: in the plane (a,,@ there must exist a curve of 
the first tangency of W8 and W”. In order to explain this phenomenon, we have to turn to some 
phase orbit geometry. 
4. GEOMETRY OF ORBIT BEHAVIOR NEAR 
A HOMOCLINIC ORBIT TO A SADDLE-FOCUS 
Let 0 be a saddle-focus equilibrium for a two-degree-of-freedom smooth (analytic: or C”“) 
Hamiltonian system in R4, that is, the eigenvalues of 0 are &fs f iw, and let r be a homoclinic 
orbit to 0, r c Ws n W”. Orbit behavior near l? was studied in [12-151. Since we are interested 
here only in homoclinic orbits, one may restrict oneself with that level of a Hamiltonian H 
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where 0 is located, we suppose H = 0 is such a level. In some neighborhood of 0, there are 
symplectic coordinates (z~,zz,Y~, ~2) such that the Hamiltonian H takes the form H = h(<,r]) 
with E = zlyl + 22~2, 7 = zlyz - zzyl [20-221. So <, 77 are the local integrals for the Hamiltonian 
vector field XH. In these coordinates a local representation of IV8 and W” is y1 = y2 = 8 
and 21 = 22 = 0, respectively. Next we choose as local cross-sections two three-dimensi0na.l 
submanifolds, N” = {zf + z$ = pz} and N” = {y: + yz = pz}. The first is a cross-section to all 
orbits in W” and close to them, the second is to orbits in W” and close to them. Each section is 
smoothly foliated by levels H = c, N,” = N3 fl {H = c}, N,” = N” n {H = c}. In NS and N”, as 
new coordinates we may use (f?, c, 7) in N” and (cp, [, 11) in N” where x1 = ps case, x2 = ps f;in6’, 
y1 =. p;l(< cos 0 - r] sin e), y2 = p,’ (c sin 8 + r] cos 0), similarly for N” changing ps + pi and 
6 -+ cp. Then (0, rl), (cp, 17) may serve as coordinates on N,!, N,“, respectively. The local map 
T : N,$ -+ N,” and the global map S : Ng -+ N,$ transfom 2-form d0 A dq to dv A dq, and vioe 
versa; in other words, they are area-preserving maps. 
The local map takes the form [14] 
with the function ho(q) being smooth everywhere except the point 77 = 0 which corresponds to 
a circle being a track of the stable manifold W”. This form of the local map gives the following 
statement [ 141. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a curve being a graph of any smooth function B = U(V), ~u’(v)[ < M. Then 
there is a positive constant qo(M) small enough such that an image of X under the action of 1” 
consists of a countable set of smooth curves of the type q= r,(p), 0 5 cp 5 2x, functions T,, tend 
to T = 0 in Cl-topology. 
Now about the global map 5’ given by orbits of XH along a global piece of r, near the point (0,O) 
being a track of r on N$, let us consider two cases. 
1. S transforms a piece of the circle r] = 0 close to (0,O) onto a curve in No being transverse 
to the circle 9 = 0 at the point (0,O) E Ni. In this case, we obtain a transverse homoclinic 
orbit I’ to 0 (see Figure 1). 
2. S transforms a piece of the circle Q = 0 close to (0,O) onto a curve in N,” being tangent to 
the circle q = 0 at the point (0,O) E N,“, the tangency is quadratic (see Figure 2). 
Figure 1. 
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(4 
(b) 
Figure 2 
In the first case, let us select some thin tube U containing homoclinic orbit I?. Topologically, 
U is a direct product D3 x S’ of 3-dimensional disk and a circ1e.l Another homoclinic orbit 
I? c U is called to be n-circuit with respect to I? if the loop I” is homotopically equivalent to 
nl?, that is, I” makes n rounds along r before its closing. Consider some piece 7 c IV near the 
point (0,O). Its image under S is a curve of the type as is required in Lemma 3. So T(X) is a 
countable set of smooth curves being accumulated to y. The image of any such a curve is also a 
curve obeying the conditions of Lemma 3. We know that X transversally intersects w, = Ws WV; 
giving a track of I’. Similarly, S o T(X) g ives us a countable set of 2-circuit homocli:nic orbits 
being accumulated to J?. Repeating this procedure, we see that U contains 3-circuit, Cci:rcuit, . . . , 
n-circuit homoclinic orbits, and so on. Fixing one n-circuit homoclinic orbit, we may apply all 
these considerations to it having in mind its transversality. So, a set of tracks on N; of all 
homoclinic orbits to 0 belonging U is a perfect set (all its points are the points of accumulation). 
In particular, it shows difficulties that are encountered when one searches homoclinic orbits to a 
Hamiltonian saddle-focus numerically. 
In the second case, an image of a piece of 20, = W” r! N,” under S is a smooth curve X being 
tangent to ws at the point (0,O). So locally, near this point X belongs only to one sem.i-annulus, 
suppose q > 0, for definiteness- The image T(X) consists of two infinite curves being wound to 
the circle wU. If we select some neighborhood of the point (0,O) E N,“, we obtain a countable set. 
of smooth curves being accumulated to 7 = 0 so their images X, under S smoothly t,end to X. 
‘Recall that any symplectic manifold is orientable. 
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Two different cases are possible (see Figures 2a and 2b): 
l X, belongs to the same semi-annulus q > 0; 
l X, belongs to the opposite semi-annulus 71 < 0. 
Suppose now that the Hamiltonian depends on a parameter 0 (as in our case). Let p* cor- 
respond to the case of tangency Ws and W”. We assume fl to enter generically so if 0 < p*, 
then Ws and W” do not intersect each other near (O,O), but there are two points in WB n W” 
when @ > p*. Obviously, if we deal with the first case, then to the one side of p* there are not 
any homoclinic orbits to 0, and we have two transversal homoclinic orbits to the right of p’. If 
we deal with the second case, then homoclinic orbits exist on both sides of p*. So the first case 
may be called “the first tangency” csse (this classification should be compared with the case of 
a tangent homoclinic orbit to a periodic orbit [23,24] where there are four essentially different 
cases instead of our two). Apparently this mechanism of the first tangency is responsible for the 
appearance of stable localized solutions when we go up from the curve p = G in the plane 
(Q, 0). Through this bifurcation, two localized stationary solutions appear, one of them is stable 
and another one is unstable. 
5. LINEARIZED PROBLEM FOR A LOCALIZED STATIONARY 
SOLUTION, ITS SPECTRUM 
Let uO(z) be a stationary localized solution. Linearization of (7) at this solution leads us to 
the following linear PDE: 
?Jt = [a + 2/3?.@(z) - 34(z)] tJ - (1+ @)‘?J. (9) 
An operator Lo given by the right-hand side of (9) is symmetric if defined on Cz(R) and can 
be extended in L2(R) till a self-adjoint operator L [25]. Thus its spectrum is real. In order to 
find the spectrum, we use the Fourier method and set v(t, Z) = t(z) exp(Xt). Then we obtain the 
spectral problem 
A< = [a + 2pu)(x) - 34(z)] < - (1+ a,“)‘<. (10) 
Due to translational invariance of (l), the spectrum always contains an eigenvalue X = 0 with an 
eigenfunction $,(z). Our goal will be to find the remaining part of the spectrum. 
Let us use the same variables as in (6): 
t = El, E’ = b, -(<’ + f”) = q1, [ + 5” = r/2. 
Then, we obtain a linear nonautonomous Hamiltonian system 
s: = t2 = a), , 7: = 72 - [a - x + 2&l(2) - 34(z)] (1 = -I$, , 
G=71241=fi71a, 7); = -171 = -I& (11) 
with the Hamiltonian 
Ei = J2771 - 5172 + 2 + [a - x + 2pu&:) - 34(z)] $, 
or, in the vector form 
p = IVI? = IA(z) 
with 
I=(-; -;), A(z)=%= 
with b(z) = (Y + 2&(z) - 3ug(z). 
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DEFINITION. We shall call a solution uo(z) spectrally stable if A = 0 js a simple eigen&ue md 
the rest of the spectrum lies on the ray X < -c, E > 0. 
Let us study the spectrum of equation (10). 
LEMMA 4. Points of a set X > (Y belong either to the resolvent set or to the discrete spectrum. 
PROOF. For X > a, the singular point of the limiting system with a Hamiltonian H = &~r - 
51112 + 7?;/2 + (Qf - M/2 is a saddle-focus. It means that for these X, the system (11) possesses 
exponential dichotomy on the rays IC 2 0 and z 5 0. It implies that for z > 0 there is a unique 
three-dimensional submanifold W” in the extended phase space R4 x R which is made up of the 
two-dimensional planes through the origin in every section R$, = {z = 50). This submanifold 
has a property that each integral curve on it approaches to Y 5 0 when x + +co. The same is 
valid for the semiaxls x 5 0 assuming x -+ -oo. 
Let W{, W$ denote tracks of W’, W”, respectively, at the section x = 20. Then W,,S, W$ are 
two-dimensional planes through Y = 0 in R&. Generically, they are transverse and intersect 
each other only at Y = 0. For such A, the system has exponential dichotomy on the whole real 
line so the operator L - XE is invertible in L2(R) and the related X belong to the resolvent set. 
Another case is when Wi, W$ intersect each other along a one-dimensional subspace or they 
coincide. It means that this is a simple eigenvalue or double eigenvalue, respectively, since there 
is a one-dimensional subspace of solutions decaying to zero exponentially fast when x .-+ foe or 
a two-dimensional one. 
Thus the continuous spectrum of L, if it exists, belongs to the ray X < cr. It can be shown that 
this ray is in fact the continuous spectrum of L. It follows from the fact that an operator L can be 
written as L1 +T with L1 being a self-adjoint extension of the differential operator with. constant 
coefficients a - (1 + 8,)” and T being a bounded operator of multiplication at an exponentially 
decaying function 2~uc(x) - 324(x). When X < (Y, it is not hard to see that the equation 
[a - (1 -!- d;)“]u = X u h as solutions of the form u = exp(iwz), w = w(X), so such X belongs 
to the continuous spectrum of the operator Ll. But the continuous spectrum of operators L1 
and LI + T are the same [26]. 
Thus, the main question is about the discrete spectrum of L. 
LEMMA 5. The discrete spectrum of the operator L belongs to an interval (a, cy + p2/3). 
PROOF. Let X be a point of the discrete spectrum and E(x) be a related eigenfunction, that is, 
E(z) is a solution to equation (10). Let us substitute t(z) in equation (lo), multiplying both 
sides by E(z) and integrating them. Assuming E(X) to be normalized, we come to the following 
relation using integration by parts: 
x s_+_m 52(x) dx = J_‘,” (a + 2puo(z) - 3u&9) r2cxC> dx - 1: ((1 + 83’ r) t dx 
<_ (,+~)S_+_,c2(x)dx-S_+_m((l+a:)Qldx~ 
or 
Thus we see that in order to obtain spectral stability, we have to find a stationary localized 
solution ~(5) such that, except for X = 0, the discrete spectrum lies in ray X < 0. 
6. ALGORITHM OF SEARCHING FOR 
THE DISCRETE SPECTRUM 
We come to the following procedure for calculating the discrete spectrum. Suppose IJO is a 
symmetric solution to (l), UO( -z) = Q(Z). Then for every J, we can find two linear independent 
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solutions to (lo), Yt(z),Y$(z),Yt( z --t 0 when z --+ +OO, which generate IV’ by their linear ) 
combinations. It is easily seen that for symmetric UO(X), the system (11) is reversible with respect, 
to the involution cri : (<I, (2, ni, r/z) 4 ((1, -52, --vi, 772). It follows from here that aiY;(-Z) = 
Y?(z), oiY$(-z) = Y;(z) are two solutions generating IV”. Indeed, due to reversibility they 
are solutions, and we have YiU(z) = ciY,“(-~) + 0 when 2 -+ -oo. 
The above-mentioned criterion for X to be an eigenvalue is equivalent to the following relation, 
LEMMA 6. X is an eigenvalue ifix = det(Y~(O),Y~(O),Y,Z(O),Y~(O)) = 0. 
PROOF. Indeed, if A is an eigenvalue and C(X) is a related eigenfunction, then <(x) is in fact at 
solution to equation (10). So for the system (ll), their IV,, and W, have common subspace, 
one-dimensional or two-dimensional. It means that x(X) = det(Yt(O), Y{(O), Y:(O), Y;(O)) = 0. 
Conversely, if x(A) = 0, then X is an eigenvalue as was explained above. 
Thus the algorithm consists of two steps: 
0 construction of solutions Y:(z), Y;(z); 
l finding zeroes of the function x(X). 
If we have found ue(z) for which all X excepting for X = 0 are negative, we shall detect 
spectrally stable stationary localized solution. 
7. SIMULATIONS 
We pursued three goals under simulations. The first was to find stable localized stationary 
solutions. The second goal was to show that the upper boundary for existence of stable localized 
stationary solutions pointed out in [5] was not correct and to find such solutions above this 
“boundary.” The third was to reveal appearance of homoclinic orbits via “the first tangency” 
(see above). This latter task includes the construction of the related bifurcation curve in the 
plane (a, /3) and is not yet finished. 
When performing our simulations we followed the scheme. At first we fixed some parameter 
values (a,@) and sought homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium 0 for the system (7). For this 
purpose we found a two-dimensional plane Q tangent to the unstable manifold at the point 0 
and chose a small circle 0 c Q surrounding 0 (usually the radius of cr was 0.0001). Let ‘p be 
the angular coordinate on (T, cp E [-‘rr, ~1. The points in 0 were chosen with some step in ‘p. 
Every such point was a starting point for a semi-orbit of the system (7) that was found by means 
of integrating x in “time.” As an integrator, we took the modified double precision predictor- 
corrector Hamming method [27]. This method is of fourth order and uses a solution at four 
preceding points for calculating a new point. To find an initial integrating step and calculate a 
solution at three initial points, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method proposed by Rolston was 
used. Since an unstable manifold is locally stable as a set, this calculating scheme works well. 
A semi-orbit is calculated till it hits a given neighborhood of 0 (usually the radius of the 
neighborhood was taken as approximately 0.0001). After that, the value of the initial angle (o 
was done to be precised until the number of successive points of the orbit being in this neighbor- 
hood became larger than 1000. Then we regarded this orbit as a homoclinic one. Among such 
homoclinic orbits, we selected symmetric ones. 
After finding a symmetric homoclinic orbit, we calculated its point spectrum following the 
scheme described in Section 6. In order to find solutions YiU(2), Yz”(x) of the linear nonau- 
tonomous Hamiltonian system (ll), we integrated the 12th order system consisting of four 
equations (7) and two systems (11) with a given X and the following initial conditions: (the 
related point on u,Yi,Yz) with Yi, Yz being tangent vectors to W” at the point 0. Now, in- 
tegration is carried out till the orbit of the system (7) hits the fixed plane for the involution 
: q2 = pi = 0. Recall that any symmetric homoclinic orbit intersects this plane. Thus, 
2 obtain vectors Y?(O), Y$ (0) as the related solutions of the linear system (11). The vectors 
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f f--Z .63284131Oi30110 
f i=-2 .6330!574813lXM 
fi=-2.633488629008 
ff=-i?i.633408926463 
fi=-2.633707877778 
Figure 3. 
Y;(O), Y;(O) are ar(Yj‘(0)) and crr(YZU(0)). All these vectors depend on the spectral parameter X. 
Thus we have the function x(X). Its zeroes are sought on the interval (a, Q: + p2/3). 
Results of our simulations are presented in Figures 3 and 4. They describe shapes of localized 
solutions and values of corresponding parameters and of initial angles cp. The main set of localized 
solutions has been obtained upon a = -1, p = 3.1 (the upper boundary pointed out in [5] is 3). 
Among them there is a two-hump one (cp = -2.633712) which is stable; its point spectrum is 
X2 = { -0.940, -0.939, -0.639, -0.045, -0.019,O). Thus, there is multistability for that set of 
parameters (at least two stable states exist, u = 0 and this localized solution). Having in mind 
the persistence of transversal homoclinic orbits and continuity of their spectra, we see that there 
are whole regions in the parameter plane where stable localized stationary solutions exist. 
The remaining localized solutions obtained at this set of parameters are unstable; their point 
spectrum contains positive eigenvalues. An interval of cp’s near cp = -2.6 has several (unstable) 
solutions that may be ordered according to the number of humps as {2,3,4,4,6, ?, 3, Z!}. There 
is another interval near cp = -0.9 where the order is the following: {5,3,4,2,?, 3,5}. Here the 
question marks mean that corresponding (expected) solutions have not been obtained. Other sets 
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ri= -.919974227666 
---Jy+-- 
---‘lL- 
f i= - .Yzs191750000 
f I= - .925151614980 
fl= -.YEw6600000 
f I = - .92353385s000 
Pi= - .323452736500 
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of stable stationary localized solutions were obtained at CI = -1 and /3 = 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.99. 
We do not present these pictures since they do not contain essentially new information. 
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